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Book readers, netbooks and other
useful devices for schoolchildren
An experiment is being launched at eight
schools and gymnasiums, with electronic
display boards replacing weighty piles of
textbooks Page 2
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Viking
treasure
discovered
in Berezina
River
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Vladimir Volnov’s
pictures tell his story
Painter’s personal exhibition
at Minsk Palace of Arts
demonstrates his diverse
artistic techniques Page 9
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Talk about two
regions’ future
is demonstrative
to the utmost
Alexander Lukashenko visits
Mogilev Region’s Gorky District
and Vitebsk Region’s Orsha
District as part of working trip
across country’s regions
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Agreements reached
to jointly produce
tractors
Assembly of Belarusian
tractors could be launched
in Iraq
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Less active investors
might let the chance
go by
Belarus to privatise over 200
stock companies over coming
three years
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Level of security
ensured with no
possible indulgence
St. Petersburg scientists conduct
more vital assessments into
Belarus’ future nuclear power
station
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BELTA

Author’s hand-crafted
technique makes
articles truly unique
Nesvizh Plant of Medical Preparations proves example of skilful investment and technological modernisation

Innovative market
expected to face
significant changes
It’s likely that a major project comparable to nuclear power
station construction or High-Tech Park — in terms of investment
volume and scale — will soon be launched in Belarus
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Hand-made handicrafts gain
increasing popularity among
lovers of exclusive style
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“PRINCESS CASINO”:
CASINO”:
Minsk, Y. Kupaly Str., 25
tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,
328 69 51

“PRINCESS SLOTS”,
crossroad of Logoysky
CASINO
"CENTR DOSUGA":
tract and Minsk
Minsk, Nemiga Str., 12
Ringway,
tel. (+375 17)
TRK«Expobel»
tel.(+375 17) 261 63 12 200 14 92, 200 42 81
FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13 tax ID101364977
The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and
Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.

